Lesson 7

Problem Set

1.  a.  2
    b.  3
    c.  4
    d.  3
    e.  4
    f.  5
    g.  4
    h.  5
    i.  6

2.  a.  8
    b.  6
    c.  9

3.  Shane gave away 5 pencils.

4.  Victoria has 7 celery sticks left.

Exit Ticket

1.  8
2.  8

Homework

1.  Answer provided
    4, 10
    8, 10
    3, 10
    6, 10
    9, 10

2.  8
    3
    4
    5
    2
    1

3.  a.  5; 5
    b.  7
    c.  6
    d.  4

4.  7

5.  Lucy has $6 left.